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ABSTRACT 

Human facial expression is one of the most powerful, natural 

and immediate means for communication between each other. 

Automatic human facial expression recognition is 

challenging, interesting problem in many areas such as human 

computer interaction and data driven animation etc. In this 

paper, Facial expression based on Local Binary Pattern (LBP) 

is evaluated, “curse of dimensionality” for real world 

scenarios problem solved by dimensionality reduction using 

Local Fisher Discriminant Analysis (LFDA) and Sparse 

representation classifier (SRC) used for efficient facial 

expression classification. The experiment is performed in both 

person-independent and person-dependent facial expression 

recognition cases, on Japanese Female Facial Expression 

(JAFFE) and observed that LBP features perform stably and 

robustly over useful range of low resolutions of face images 

(150 by 110 pixel and 64 by 64 pixel size) . Proposed method 

shows better result than traditional algorithms such as 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Linear Discriminant 

Analysis (LDA) and LBP+SRC solely. 
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Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In person-person communication, articulation and perception 

of facial expressions form a communication channel in 

addition to voice, which carries important information about 

mental, emotional and even physical state of person. In recent 

years, numerous algorithms for facial expression analysis 

from static images have been proposed [3-5], which are quite 

different in facial features. Recognizing facial expression with 

a high accuracy remains to be difficult, due to the complexity 

and variety of facial expressions. 

Basic facial expressions like Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happy, 

Neutral, Sad and Surprise are accurately recognized by using 

proposed method. Automatic facial expression recognition 

involves two important aspects: facial feature representation 

and classifier design. A set of features from original face 

images with minimum between class variations is to derive in 

facial feature representation. In general, three types of 

information present in facial features: texture information [6, 

7, 8] shape information and combination of texture and shape 

information [9]. There are two basic types of approaches to 

extract facial features: geometric feature-based methods and 

appearance–based methods [10]. Geometric feature-based 

methods extract features from several facial feature points, 

which should be located correctly, these are often manually 

marked points. Gabor-wavelet appearance features were 

demonstrated to be more effective than geometric features 

[11] and work better in real world environments [12]. 

Although Gabor-wavelet representations have been widely 

adopted, it is computationally expensive to convolve face 

images with multi-bank of Gabor filters in order to extract 

multi scale and orientational coefficients. 

Local Binary Patterns (LBP) as novel low-cost discriminative 

features is introduced for facial expression recognition in this 

paper. Originally LBP was proposed for texture analysis [13, 

14]; recently Ahonen et al [15, 16] presented LBP based 

methods for face detection and recognition. Face images can 

be described as composition of micro patterns, which can be 

described by LBP.  A facial image is divided into a set of 

small regions from which LBP histograms are extracted after 

face image preprocessing step and concatenated into a single, 

spatially enhanced feature histogram called high dimensional 

feature vector could describe face efficiently for expression 

recognition. The most important property of LBP features is 

their tolerance against illumination changes and their 

computational simplicity. LBP features represented by a set of 

high dimensional vector, curse of dimensionality emerges and 

need to be remove irreverent feature data, as a preprocessing 

step to a classifier, is needed. To solve curse of dimensionality 

problem one necessary way is to perform dimensionality 

reduction & generating few new features containing most of 

the valuable facial expression information. The two traditional 

dimensionality reduction methods are PCA and LDA. 

However, these two methods i.e. PCA and LDA, still have 

their respective inherent drawbacks, resulting in decreasing 

performance on facial expression recognition tasks to some 

extent. In detail, PCA as unsupervised learning method fails 

to extract the discriminative embedded information from high 

dimensional data. In contrast, LDA is a supervised learning 

method, but still has essential limitations i.e. the maximum of 

embedded features by LDA must be less than the number of 

data classes due to the rank deficiency of the between-class 

scatter matrix [17]. 

To overcome the limitation of LDA, a new dimensionality 

reduction method called Local Fisher Discriminant Analysis 

(LFDA) [18] has been introduced. LFDA effectively 

combines the ideas of LDA and locality preserving projection 

(LPP) [19] i.e. LFDA maximizes between-class separation 

and preserves within-class local structure at the same time. 

LFDA is capable of extracting the low dimensional 

discriminant embedded data representation. Many classifiers 

are used to expression recognition, such as neural network 

(NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Linear Discriminant 

Analysis (LDA) [6], Principal Component Analysis (PCA), 

Bayesian network, Sparse Representation Classifier (SRC) 

[20]. SRC is adopted as classifier because of its robustness to 

corruption and occlusion and successfully applied to 

expression recognition. 
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The rest of paper is organized as follows: Feature extraction 

method i.e. LBP is given in section 2.Dimensionality 

reduction methods such as PCA, LDA and LFDA described in 

section 3. Sparse representation based classification stated in 

section 4. The popular facial expression database (JAFFE) 

and experimental results, analysis shown in section 5. Finally, 

the conclusions are given in section 6. 

2. FEATURE EXTRACTION METHOD – 

LOCAL BINARY PATTERN 
The original local binary patterns (LBP) [14] operator takes a 

local neighborhood around each pixel, thresholds the pixels of 

the neighborhood at the value of the central pixel and uses the 

resulting binary valued image patch as a local image 

descriptor. It was originally defined for 3×3 neighborhoods, 

giving 8 bit codes based on the 8 pixels around the central 

one. The operator labels the pixels of an image by 

thresholding a 3×3 neighborhood of each pixel with the center 

value and considering the results as a binary number and the 

256-bin histogram of the LBP labels computed over a region 

is used as a texture descriptor. Fig 1 gives an example of the 

basic LBP operator. 

 

Fig 1: An example of basic LBP operator. 

The limitation of the basic LBP operator is that its small 3×3 

neighborhood cannot capture the dominant features with 

large-scale structures. As a result, to deal with the texture at 

different scales, the operator was later extended to use 

neighborhoods of different sizes [14]. Fig 2 gives an example 

of the extended LBP operator, where the notation (P, R) 

denotes a neighborhood of P equally spaced sampling points 

on a circle of radius of R that form a circularly symmetric 

neighbor set. The second defined so-called uniform patterns: 

an LBP is ‘uniform’ if it contains at most two 0-1 and one 1-0 

transitions when viewed as a circular bit string. For instance, 

00000000, 001110000 and 11100001 are uniform patterns. It 

is observed that uniform patterns account for nearly 90% of 

all patterns in the (8, 1) neighborhood and for about 70% in 

the (16, 2) neighborhood in texture images. Accumulating the 

patterns which have more than 2 transitions into a single bin 

yields an LBP operator,       
   

, with less than    bins. Here, 

the superscript u2 in       
   

 indicates using only uniform 

patterns and labeling all remaining patterns with a single 

label. 

 

Fig 2: An extended LBP operator with different (P, R). 

After labeling an image with the LBP operator, a histogram of 

the labeled image f1(x, y) can be defined as 

H1 =                                       (1) 

Where n is the number of different labels produced by the 

LBP operator and 

      
            
             

                                                    (2) 

This LBP histogram contains information about the 

distribution of the local micro-patterns, such as edges, spots 

and flat areas over the whole image, so can be used to 

statistically describe image characteristics. For efficient face 

representation, face images were equally divided into m small 

regions R1, R2,…, Rm. Once the m small regions R1, R2,…, Rm 

are determined, a histogram is computed independently within 

each of the m small regions. The resulting m histograms are 

concatenated into a single, spatially enhanced histogram, 

which encodes both the appearance and the spatial relations of 

facial regions. In this spatially enhanced histogram, Face 

image is described on three different levels of locality: the 

labels for the histogram contain information about the patterns 

on a pixel-level, the labels are summed over a small region to 

produce information on a regional level and the regional 

histograms are concatenated to build a global description of 

the face image called High dimensional feature vector shown 

in fig 3. 

 

Fig 3: High Dimensional LBP feature vector. 

3. DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION 

METHODS – PCA, LDA AND LFDA 
The general dimensionality reduction problem is as follows. 

Given n data points {x1,x2,..,xn} with dimension D, 

dimensionality reduction techniques transform data set X= 

{x1,x2,..,xn} into a new data set Y = {y1,y2,...,yn} with 

dimension d (d <= D), while retaining the geometry of the 

data as much as possible. In the following sub section, we will 

review PCA, LDA and LFDA in brief. 

3.1 PRINCIPAL COMPONENT 

ANALYSIS (PCA) 
Principal component analysis (PCA) [21] is a well-known and 

widely used linear dimensionality reduction technique. PCA 

aims to produce a low dimensional representation of high 

dimensional data that preserves the greatest sources of 

variation within the data set. This is achieved by performing a 

linear transformation of the data, projecting it onto the axes of 

greatest variance called the principal components. The 

resulting low dimensional features are uncorrelated and 

ordered such that the greatest variance by any projection of 

the data set is accounted for by the first dimension, the second 

greatest variance by the second dimension, and so on. 

In order to find a linear mapping M, PCA maximizes the 

following objective function:  

JF=trace (MT cov(X)M)                                                 (3) 

 

Where cov(X) is the sample covariance matrix of the data X= 

{x1,x2,..,xn} Then, PCA solves the following Eigen problem : 

Cov(X)=λM                                                                           (4) 

The d principal Eigen vectors of the covariance matrix form 

the linear mapping M and then the low dimensional data 
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representations are computed by Y=XM. Here X is assumed 

to be centered i.e. have zero mean. In face recognition, xi 

represents a face image and the eigenvectors are called Eigen 

faces. 

3.2 LINEAR DISCRIMINANT 

ANALYSIS (LDA) 
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [17] is to seek the 

discriminant vectors such that the ratio of the between-class 

scatter to the within-class scatter is maximized. Let xi ε ℛD be 

D-dimensional sample and li ε {1,2,…,c} be associated class 

labels, where n is the number of samples and c is the number 

of classes. Let yi ε ℛd (1≤d≤D)  be the low dimensional data 

representation of a sample xi, where d is the dimension of the 

embedding space. Then between-class scatter matrix Sb and 

the within-class scatter matrix Sw are constructed as follows:  

Sb =        
 Ii(mi-m0)(mi-m0)

T                                                (5) 

Sw =        
     

   (xi
(j)-mi)(xi

(j)-mi)
T                                       (6) 

Where xi
(j) is the jth sample of class I (i=1,2,…,c), mi is the 

mean vector of the samples in class I and m0 is the mean 

vector of all samples. The LDA method tries to find the 

projected matrix that maximizes the ratio of the between-class 

scatter matrix to the within-class scatter matrix in the 

projected space: 

JF(V) = max 
       

       
                                                               (7) 

Where V can be obtained via the generalized Eigen value 

problem: 

SbV= λSwV                                                                            (8) 

Where the Eigen vectors V corresponds to the d largest Eigen 

values λ. Then d-dimensional representation is Y=XV. Since 

the between-class scatter matrix Sb has at most rank c-1,LDA 

can find at most c-1 meaningful features. This is an essential 

limitation of LDA for dimensionality reduction.  

3.3 LOCAL FISHER DISCRIMINANT 

ANALYSIS (LFDA)  
Local Fisher Discriminant Analysis ( LFDA ) [18]. The local 

within-class scatter matrix       and the local between-class 

scatter matrix       as follows: 

      = 
 

 
    

      
   

 (xi-xj)(xi-xj)
T                                             (9) 

      = 
 

 
    

      
   

 (xi-xj)(xi-xj)
T                                             (10) 

Where 

  

   

   
    

    
   

               

                    

 

 

 

  

   

   
    

     
 

    
  

                

 
                                

 

 

Where Ai,j is a affinity matrix between xi and xj. Using the 

local scaling heuristic, A is defined as  

Ai,j = exp(-||xi-xj||
2 / σiσj)                                                      (11) 

Where σi is the local scaling around xi and defined by σi =||xi - 

xi
(k)|| , and xi

(k) is the kth nearest neighbor of xi. A heuristic 

choice of k=7 has shown to be the best performance. The 

LFDA transformation matrix TLFDA is defines as  

TLFDA   
      

 ε     [tr((TT      T)-1TT     T)]                          (12) 

That is LFDA seeks a transformation matrix T such that 

nearby data pairs in the same class are made close and the 

data pairs in different classes are separated from each other, 

far apart data parts in the same class not imposed to be close. 

4. SPARSE REPRESENTATION BASED 

CLASSIFICATION 
The original goal of Sparse Representation algorithm was not 

for classification itself, but rather for representation or 

compression of signals. Sparse representation of signals 

potentially uses much lower sampling rates than the Shannon-

Nyquist bound. The Sparse representation theory has shown 

that sparse signals can be exactly reconstructed from a small 

number of linear measurements [22, 23]. Therefore, the 

algorithm performance was measured in terms of sparsity of 

the representation and fidelity to the original signals. In SRC 

the measurements are the training samples themselves. Given 

n training samples: v1,v2,….,vn .The matrix A= [v1,v2,….,vn] ε 

ℝm*n  can be constructed, test sample y ε ℝm can be linearly 

represented by all training samples as 

y=Ax ε ℝm                                                                           (13) 

The equation y =Ax is usually over-determined. The minimum  

l0– norm solution is chosen to find sparest solution : 

x0= argmin ||x||0     subject to Ax=y                                     (14) 

where ||x|| is l0 –norm of x. if m>n, however, the problem of 

finding the solution of (14) is NP-hard equation, Donoho [24] 

and some other scholars [25] proved that if the solution x0 is 

sparse enough, the solution of the l0–minimization problem 

(14) is equivalent to the following l1–minimization problem. 

   = arg min ||x||I subject to Ax=y                                         (15) 

If the solution is sparse and has l nonzero entries , it can be 

efficiently solved by homotopy algorithms in O(t3 + n) time, 

linear in the size of the training set [27].In case of dealing data 

with noise , the sparse representation model (13) can be 

modified to account for small possibly dense noise by writing  

y=Ax+z                                                                                (16) 

Where z ε ℝm is a noise factor with bounded energy ||z||2    . 

The sparse x can still be approximately recovered by solving 

the following stable l1-minimization problem: 

(l1
s):    = arg min ||x||I subject to ||Ax-y||                          (17)      

This convex optimization problem can be solved via second –

order cone programming [26]. The solution of (l1
s) is 

guaranteed to approximately recovery sparse solutions in 

ensembles of random matrices A. Given a test sample y from 

one of the classes in the training set, sparse representation     
via (15) or (17) is calculated. The non zero entries in the 

estimate     will all be associated with the columns of A from a 

single object class I and then test sample y to that class is 

assigned. However, noise and modeling error may lead to 

small nonzero entries associated with multiple object classes. 

In this case, we instead classify y based on how well the 

coefficients associated with all training samples of each object 

reproduce y. 

For each class I , let ɗi : ℝn       ℝn be the characteristics 

mapping  that selects the coefficients associated with the ith 
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class. For xi ε ℝn , ɗi(x) ε ℝn  is a new vector only whose non 

zero entries are the entries in x that are associated with class i. 

Using only the coefficients associated with the ith class, one 

can approximate given test sample y as    = Aɗi(   ) . then 

classify y based on these approximations by assigning it to the 

object class that minimizes the residual between y and     : 

   
 

 ri(y) = ||y - Aɗi(x1)||2                   (18) 

5. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 

ANALYSIS 
The experiment of the proposed algorithm on facial 

expression recognition is carried out on JAFFE database. The 

database contains 213 images in which ten persons expressing 

three times per expression (Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happy, 

Neutral, Sad and Surprise). We select total 70 images (one 

image per expression of person) for person independent facial 

expression recognition and 210 images (three images per 

expression) for person dependent facial expression 

recognition. Some of the samples of JAFFE images after 

preprocessing are shown in fig 4 below. 

      

    Fig 4: Samples of JAFFE images after preprocessing. 

The cropped facial images of 110×150 pixels contain facial 

main components such as mouth, eyes, brows and noses. For 

simplicity, we applied LBP operator to the whole region of 

the cropped facial images. As done in [28,29], we selected the 

59-bin operator       
   

  and divided the 110×150 pixels face 

images into 18×21 pixels regions, giving a good trade-off 

between recognition performance and feature vector length. 

Thus face images were divided into 42 (6×7) regions, and 

represented by the LBP histograms with the length of 2478 

(59×42). The reduced feature dimension is limited to the 

range [2-20].SRC is used for multi-class classification 

problem. All extracted LBP features were normalized by a 

mapping to [0, 1] before anything else. 

To testify the performance of LFDA, JAFFE database is used 

to perform two types of facial expression recognition 

experiments: person dependent experiments and person-

independent experiments. For person-dependent experiments, 

the training data and testing data have the same person with 

different images. A more challenging application is to create a 

person-independent facial expression recognition system since 

the facial expression recognition system in real-world 

sceneries should be work for recognizing new person’s 

expressions. Therefore, for person independent experiments, 

each person only lies in either training data or testing data so 

that the persons in training data are guaranteed to be 

independent to the persons in testing data. 

In order to clarify the scheme of how to employ 

dimensionality reduction techniques like LFDA on facial 

expression recognition tasks, fig 5 shows the basic structure of 

a facial expression recognition system based on 

dimensionality reduction techniques. As shown in fig 5, 

system consists of three main components: feature extraction, 

feature dimensionality reduction and facial expression 

recognition. In the feature extraction stage, the original facial 

images from the JAFFE facial expression database are divided 

into two parts: training data and testing data. The 

corresponding LBP features for training data and testing data 

are extracted. The result of this stage is the extracted facial 

feature data represented by a set of high dimensional LBP 

features. The second stage aims at reducing the size of LBP 

features and generating the new low dimensional embedded 

features with dimensionality reduction techniques, such as 

LFDA. In order to map testing data, the low dimensional 

training data must be known and simply out-of sample 

extension of dimensionality reduction method by multiplying 

testing data by Eigen vector of training data is performed. The 

last stage in this system is in the low dimensional embedded 

feature space the trained SRC classifier is used to predict the 

accurate facial expression categories on testing data and the 

recognition results are given. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5: Proposed method uses above algorithm flow. 

 

5.1 PERSON DEPENDENT 
To evaluate the performance of algorithm for person-

dependent facial expression recognition on the JAFFE 

database, a 10-fold stratified cross validation scheme was 

performed for facial expression recognition experiments and 

the average recognition results were reported. In 10-fold cross 

validation, the original samples are randomly partitioned into 

ten subsets. Out of ten subsets, one subset is retained as the 

validation data for testing the model and the remaining nine 

subsets are used as training data. This process is then repeated 

ten times, with each of the ten subsets used exactly once as he 

validation data. Facial expression recognition using LFDA 

achieve accuracy of 90% with 20 reduced features as shown 

in fig 6.  

Five expressions i.e. anger, disgust, happy, neutral and 

surprise are classified with >= 90% accuracy, while other two 
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Dimensionality 
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Learning &   Mapping to 

Result 
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expressions sad and fear are discriminated with relatively low 

accuracy (< 90%) is observed from Table1  

. 

Fig 6: person-dependent recognition result 

Table1: Confusion matrix of 7-class facial expression obtained by LFDA in person-dependent case.

 Anger 

(%) 

Disgust 

(%) 

Fear 

(%) 

Happy 

(%) 

Neutral 

(%) 

Sad 

(%) 

Surprise 

(%) 

Anger 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Disgust 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 

Fear 0 0 70 0 10 0 20 

Happy 0 0 0 90 0 0 10 

Neutral 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 

Sad 0 0 0 0 10 80 10 

Surprise 0 0 0 0 10 0 90 

 

5.2 PERSON INDEPENDENT 
To evaluate the performance of algorithm for person-

independent facial expression recognition on the JAFFE 

database, we firstly split the whole 213 facial images into ten 

groups according to the person in JAFFE database, with each 

group including all the seven expressions of one distinct 

person. Then the so-called leave-one-person out cross 

validation strategy is used in the experiments i.e. each time 

facial expression images of one person are used for testing 

and all the images of the remaining persons are used for 

training. Repeat the process for each person. The average is 

the final recognition rate. Fig 7 gives comparison between 

person independent recognition results of LBP+SRC and our 

proposed method.  

From fig 7 and Table2, it is observed that our proposed 

method (LBP+LFDA+SRC) gives better than LBP+SRC 

method. LFDA gives better accuracy of 64.28% with 13 

reduced features. 

 

 

Fig 7: Base paper Vs Proposed method 
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Fig 8: person-independent recognition result. 

Table2 presents the confusion matrix of 7-class expression 

recognition results in person-independent case using LFDA to 

obtain the best performance. As shown in Table2, neutral and 

anger are identified with an accuracy of 80%, whereas the 

other five expressions are classified with less than 80% 

accuracy. 

Comparison between person-independent recognition results 

in fig 8 and person-dependent recognition results in fig 6, it is 

observed that the recognition accuracy in person independent 

case are much lower than the recognition accuracy in person-

dependent case. More precisely, best accuracy of about 90% 

for person-dependent facial expression recognition, while 

about 65% for person-independent facial expression 

recognition can be achieved. 

The results of about 65% accuracy in person-independent case 

are reasonable since human beings themselves normally can 

only recognize expressions with an accuracy of about 60% 

[30]. 

Table2: Confusion matrix of 7-class facial expression obtained by LFDA in person-independent case.

 Anger 

(%) 

Disgust 

(%) 

Fear 

(%) 

Happy 

(%) 

Neutral 

(%) 

Sad 

(%) 

Surprise 

(%) 

Anger 80 0 0 0 10 10 0 

Disgust 0 40 30 0 10 20 0 

Fear 10 10 40 0 10 10 20 

Happy 0 0 0 70 10 0 20 

Neutral 0 0 0 0 80 0 20 

Sad 0 0 0 0 30 70 0 

Surprise 0 0 10 0 20 0 70 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
Facial expression recognition has importance in many areas 

including medical science and psychology for identification of 

patient’s mental state. One of the crucial stage in this system 

is feature extraction which extracts low dimensional features 

before fed to sparse based classification. 

In this paper a innovative method of facial expression 

recognition based on LBP and LFDA is presented. The 

experiment results on the popular JAFFE facial expression 

database indicate that LFDA performs better result than 

traditional methods (PCA, LDA), Local Binary Pattern and 

obtained 64.28 % accuracy in person independent case and 

90% accuracy in person dependent case.  

In the future, it’s an interesting task to employ proposed 

method to build a real time facial expression recognition 

system for natural human computer interaction. 
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